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Narratives of the Magic of MPFS

PreK-8... a Difference That Makes a Difference
Many’s the parent we’ve heard say “I
wish MPFS had a high school.” They
appreciate what a remarkable place this
is. While sometimes we too wish we
could keep students for another 4 years,
we also know that our configuration as
a PreK-8 school is ideal for learning,
for making the most of childhood AND
for preparing students to embrace the
transition to high school.

“Small Pond” Effect. No high school
division means no ceiling on leadership
opportunities for older students — and
they sure rise to the occasion. And
unlike in large schools, where only a
select few can genuinely participate in
extracurricular activities while others
“enjoy vicariously” from the side lines,
at MPFS, more students can participate
in a greater variety of activities.

School is where children live for
most of the day, for most of the
week, during critical formative years.
MPFS specializes in these formative
years. Here, students encounter an
environment crafted by experts in early
childhood, elementary and adolescent
education that’s optimized to encourage
active participation, responsibility,
individuality and excellence. Outliers
author Malcolm Gladwell says such
conditions are vital for the development
of highly successful people.
Research affirms that vibrant
“elemiddle” schools like MPFS do
an outstanding job equipping students
for high school, college and life. So,
just what is different about a small
PreK-8 school?
The Benefits of Being KNOWN.
Self-esteem soars when students
are recognized for unique interests,
personalities and talents within a closeknit community of peers and teachers.
They can be themselves and can focus
on learning. Focusing isn’t hard because
when teachers really know students,
instruction can be more personalized…
so they’re more engaged. Engagement
enhances academic achievement which
has positive effects on self-esteem.
Notice a pattern?

is a safe place where kids can still be
kids, but where the potential social
and academic pitfalls that lie ahead are
thought about and talked about with
trusted adults so they’re ready when the
time comes.
Model Citizens. With little ones
around, older students intuit their “role
as role models”. They empathize with
their younger counterparts (they know
what it’s like to traverse the monkey
bars for the first time, to speak in
Meeting, to master the 6 times table),
and embrace the responsibility of
being mentors in both informal and
formal ways.
Tag Teaming. Small PreK-8 learning
communities invite cross-discipline
and cross-grade collaboration, helping
kids to see that knowledge is connected
and to appreciate different perspectives.
When you add involved parents into
the mix, you’ve got one powerful
partnership working in students’ interests.

Affordable Greatness. Larger PreK-12
independent schools generally reserve
a disproportionate amount of financial
aid for high school students (good news
for our grads!). At MPFS, however, aid
is distributed equitably across grades,
making an exceptional education a
reality for students whose families
couldn’t otherwise afford it.

“Curiouser and Curiouser”. Fostering
inquiry, a crucial competency for
life-long learning, is easier in a small
setting where teachers have the time and
mandate to let students pursue questions
in the interest of learning. Instead of
teaching the answers to standardized
tests, they’re teaching kids to think.

Safety First. Exposure to scarier
problems that face high school students
(and increasingly large public middle
school students too) are far fewer in a
PreK-8 school. As Newtown Friend’s
Division Head Jody Smith says, “It
may take a village to raise a child, but
it sure is easier when there aren’t older
teenagers living in that village.” MPFS

Essentially, MPFS is a PreK-8
greenhouse. In a caring culture with
high academic and community
expectations, we “grow” hardier students
who weather the transition to high school
well. We know they’re ready when they
say, as they invariably do, “I love this
place and am nervous about leaving, but
I’m excited to move on.”
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A New Head of School
for MPFS
MEDIA-PROVIDENCE
FRIENDS SCHOOL
125 West Third Street
Media, PA 19063
610.565.1960
www.mpfs.org
HEAD OF SCHOOL:
Earl Sissell
esissell@fox.mpfs.org
ADMISSIONS:
Francy Strathmann
fstrathmann@fox.mpfs.org
BUSINESS:
Fred Keffer
fkeffer@fox.mpfs.org
COMMUNICATIONS:
Janice Peterson
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Director of Development:
Cynthia McGoff
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pmincer@fox.mpfs.org
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Barb Newman
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 2009-10
Donna Allen
Michael J.J. Campbell
Nancy Fitts Donaldson ’37
Jessica Eldredge
Susan Elliott
George S. Forsythe ’41
Donn Guthrie
Cheryl Harner
Brian R. Harris
Susannah Henderson ’88
John R. James ’47
Eugene Jarrell
Ann Murray
Kia Newman
Kenneth Park
Lisa Slager
Ken Scott
Harry Shreckengast, Clerk
Doris Tirado
Arthur Weisfeld
This Newsletter is a publication of MPFS. If you have
moved recently or are planning to move, be sure to give us
your new address so that you can continue to receive
uninterrupted mailings.
Media-Providence Friends School is a PreK-8 Quaker day
school which provides a rich educational experience where
academic challenge is combined with the teaching of values.

The phrase “plug and play” describes the smoothness with which former computer/
humanities teacher Earl Sissell transitioned to his new job as Head of School.
Appointed last summer, Earl worked with outgoing Head Lynn Oberfield last year
before “assuming the mantle” on July 1st. With 12 months to prepare, and fresh
from leading the faculty’s strategic technology planning initiative, he’s enthusiastic
about what’s ahead for MPFS.
Says Earl, “Today’s students live in a world vastly different from the one their
teachers and parents encountered as students. The rote-learning model of our
day (unfortunately still found in many schools) is, quite literally, ‘old school’.”
Consider these statistics: today’s learners will have 10-14 jobs by the time they’re
38; the amount of information
created last year exceeded
that created in the last 5,000
years combined; the top 10
jobs in 2010 didn’t exist
in 2004. “Schools need to
equip students for jobs that
don’t exist using technology
that hasn’t been invented to
solve unknown problems,”
continues Earl. “There is a
unique opportunity for MPFS
amidst this sea change... the
skills needed to succeed in
the 21st century - critical
thinking, empathy, creativity are ones Quaker education has
fostered for centuries.”
Earl brings 25 years of academic, non-profit and corporate experience to the
task of guiding MPFS. Upon graduating from Kenyon College with degrees in
Anthropology and Sociology, he worked for the Committee for a SANE Nuclear
Policy, first as a Community Organizer and ultimately as National Outreach
Finance Manager. He spent the next decade in public and private finance and
venture capital, helping entrepreneurs build their businesses. It was at Ben
Franklin Technology Partners that Earl began helping urban middle and high
school entrepreneurs develop their business ideas. He knew then that he’d found
his calling. After receiving his MS in Education from Penn, he taught in public
elementary and middle schools in West and North Philadelphia before joining the
MPFS faculty 9 years ago.
Earl feels right at home in our Friendly environs. Son of a Methodist minister who
counseled conscientious objectors for the American Friends Service Committee
during the Vietnam War, Earl attended Meeting while at Kenyon and worked
closely with the AFSC during his tenure at SANE. It was this history with Quakers
that led him to seek a teaching position at MPFS and enroll his daughters Elena and
Margot here.
Nicely done, Quakers!

Printed on recycled paper.
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D

Media Friends School, 1932

ear Friends of MPFS,

I joined the Media-Providence Friends School faculty
nearly a decade ago because of the
opportunity to reach out to each child as an
individual and to create and teach curriculum
that challenges students to employ their
intellects to make a difference in the world.
Eventually, I became an MPFS parent, drawn
by the school’s commitment to ensuring that
my daughters master basic academic skills,
develop capacities for higher-order thinking,
satisfy their curiosity, explore their spirituality
and creativity, and acquire the social and
emotional skills needed to collaborate with others in
common purpose.

helped support our curriculum, our faculty and
our mission. Each gift reflects an understanding
of, and appreciation for, a unique philosophy
of education which transforms the lives of
children.

Sincerely,

Now, as Head of School, I am more cognizant than ever
of the extended community which holds this very special
place in its care. I am profoundly grateful for each name on
the list of donors that follows. Each gift, great and small,

Earl Sissell
Head of School
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Thank you again for your support. It sustains
us and enables us to continue infusing the
Quaker testimonies of Simplicity, Peace,
Integrity, Community, Equality and Service
into a rich academic program that offers
promise without limits.

MPFS Welcomes New Trustees

What your 2008-09
Annual Fund gift bought:
$10
$55
$75
$130
$250
$300
$400
$800
$1,250
$2,000

1st Grade Deluxe Fraction Circle Set
100 lbs. of clay for Art classes
Scholastic News for 3rd Grade
Acid Isolation Compartment for MS Science
Social Studies DVDs
Spanish books and magazines
Math Handbooks for 4th and 5th Grades
New basketball backboards and nets
1 day Visiting Author/Educator
Parent/Student Portal for www.mpfs.org

MPFS is pleased to welcome two new and one returning Board member this year.
When Drew Slager entered kindergarten last year, we had no notion of the “bonus” that
accompanied him: his mom, Lisa Slager! Within the first few months of school, she
immersed herself in volunteer duties. In the classroom, the Book Fair, wherever a hand
was needed, Lisa’s hands were to be found.
The Slagers moved to Media last summer from New Jersey.
Lisa’s husband Chris finds the commute to his employer,
Campbell’s Soup, an easy one and, although they do not live in
the borough, the family loves living in what Lisa describes as
“a walkable community.” Media, much like MPFS, “feels like
home” for Lisa, Chris, Drew and his big sister Ellie, a student at
Stratford Friends.

Income

Lisa joined the school’s Finance Committee in January and was asked to become a
Board member this spring. With an MBA from the University of Texas, and skill sets
that include finance and marketing, Lisa, with her warm smile and Midwestern charm,
is a wonderful addition to our Board of Trustees.
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Lisa readily admits that as a parent she has a strong personal interest in the success
of the school. A self-described “goal-oriented individual,” Lisa is open to having her
talents utilized in any capacity needed. She is excited to be part of this dynamic Board
of Trustees and a part of the vibrant MPFS community at large.
Willistown Meeting Member Ann Murray found the Society of Friends by way of her
children who attended Quaker schools. Daughter Kate attended Westtown School and
her son Brian attended both Goshen Friends and Westtown.
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She came to the MPFS Board by way of friend and Friend
Nancy Donaldson, current Trustee and Media Friends alum, who
invited Ann to attend a multi-school anti-bullying presentation
at MPFS. Ann was so impressed with the school that she told
Nancy if there was ever anything she could do to help advance
MPFS, she was ready. As fate would have it, an opening on the
Board arose and Ann seemed like a natural fit.
A strong believer in the power of diversity and Hope (with a capital H), Ann believes
if children have hope in their lives, they will grow up empowered to make a difference.
She is intimately involved with the William Trippley Youth Development Foundation,
an organization named after a dear friend of her son’s who was killed while walking
near his home in Chester in 2004. Will Trippley was not only a talented athlete, but a
young man with a bright future. The foundation was created to honor the life of this
incredible man and provide athletic and academic services to the children of Chester
and offer them hope for a brighter future.
Besides looking forward to her service on the Board this year, Ann is also anticipating
one of life’s greatest pleasures – becoming a grandmother!
Media Meeting Member and alumni parent Michael Campbell is a familiar smiling
face who will become even more familiar around campus as he rejoins the Board
this year. A retired Episcopalian minister, Michael serves as Chair of the Center
Foundation, a local organization seeking to build caring communities and empower
people through mentoring, education and support.
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Profiles in Philanthropy
When one thinks about friends, be it capital
“F” or small “f,” Bill Ravdin immediately
comes to mind. As did his late wife, Mary
Herndon Ravdin, Bill “walks the walk, and
talks the talk.” A lifelong Quaker, he is an
alum of Friends Central. He and Mary met as
students at Swarthmore College.

on many occasions for Friends schools while
at Serapis.
He left the organization because he saw a true
need in small Friends schools. Bill understood
that small schools have the same needs as larger
schools, but lacked the resources to hire counsel.
For the past few decades, Bill has traveled
to countless small Friends schools, offering
expertise in fundraising, capital campaigns and
financial planning, all on a pro-bono basis. Like
his wife Mary, he believed that faculty wages
should be commensurate with their contribution to children’s
futures, and so wanted to ensure that his advice did not come
at the expense of faculty salaries.

The couple’s life together was rich with travel
and raising their 3 children, Anne, Glenn and
Susan. Bill was an employee of SmithKline
for 18 years, running branches in Cuba,
Brazil and Mexico. Eventually, he and Mary decided that the
gypsy lifestyle was no longer for them, and they settled in
Wallingford. Bill joined Southeast National Bank and spent
the next 16 years working in Government Relations, Planning,
Mergers and Acquisitions and Shareholder Relations.

A modest man, Bill would never sing his own praises.
However, our own T. Phyllis, Director of Planned Giving,
has this to say about Bill’s many talents: “It’s been an honor
to work with Bill. He is committed to our mission and his
honest, practical recommendations have guided MPFS on the
path to financial sustainability.”

While Bill was involved in banking, Mary was busy in her
own right. She returned to school to earn her Master’s Degree
in Library Science and began working in the SwarthmoreWallingford School District as head librarian, first in the
elementary school and then in the high school. Mary also
became a member of Media Monthly Meeting and eventually
joined the Media Friends School Board where she was a
strong advocate in matters of faculty compensation.

Endowment is important to Bill, as it was to Mary. Together
they established a fund at MPFS to endow support for faculty
salaries and professional development. After Mary’s death, Bill
put their fund in her name. Their hope for the fund was that
it would light a spark for people to think about endowment,
and it has. Bill states, “If people catch the spark, they become
torches that light the way.” And “torches” are needed, because
an endowment needs to grow to provide income.

By this time, Bill was no stranger to helping Friends schools
either. During the 70’s he advised Media Friends School on a
number of financial matters and help set up the by-laws which
led to the formation of Stratford Friends, a Quaker school
for children with profound learning differences. In 1984, Bill
decided to leave the banking world to spend all of his time
strengthening Friends Education. He told Mary it was a calling.

When asked why education is so important, Bill replies “There is
no profession that touches as many lives as positively as teaching.
Extraordinary numbers of people are shaped by education and
educators – even more so than clergy.” He feels that what goes
on in school and in the classroom is vital. And Friends education
takes education one step further: Friends’ schools mold not only
the minds of children, but their spirits as well.

After running Penn Charter’s Development Office for 8 years,
Bill joined Serapis Consulting, a firm that offers fundraising
counsel and related services to independent schools. While
there, he was asked to help another Friends school, this time
in State College. He offered his services pro bono, as he did

Thanks Bill, for your many kind efforts on our behalf!

By September’s end, our 1930’s-era Social Room will be transformed into a state-of-the-art performance and art display
space, large-group multi-media instructional facility and generally upgraded social gathering spot. The renovations include
the installation of new theater curtains, theater lighting, wired ceiling mics, an LCD projector and retractable screen, sound
system, data ports to provide Voice/Video-Over-Internet, new ceiling and wall wash lighting, as well as new wall display
panels, refinished hardwood floors, and added storage space.
We are grateful for the generosity of the donors whose support made this renovation a reality. The following list represents
gifts and pledges received as of 8/21/09:
Camp Family Fund of the
Maine Community
Foundation
Jessica and Gifford Eldredge
Marian D. Elkinton
Garrett and Susan Forsythe
George and Carole Forsythe

Donn and Holly Guthrie
Holly and Rich Hoffmann
Patricia D. Hunt
Eugene and Tracey Jarrell
Donald P. Jones Foundation
Wendell Evans and Allison Kerry

Legacy Grants Group
Suzanne Levy
William Levy
MPFS Parents’ Association
Phyllis and Manley Mincer
Lynn and Bill Oberfield
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Tony and Lisa Palimieri
Philip and Janice Peterson
Emily Richardson and Rich Fine
Susan and Harry Shreckengast
Sonia Stamm and Earl Sissell
Tyson Memorial Fund
Althea and Douglas Whyte
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Social Room Renovation & Restoration

We thank the following donors for their contributions – unrestricted, restricted and
gifts-in-kind – received between July 1, 2008 and June 30, 2009.
While every effort was made to
include all donors, please contact
us if we have omitted your name
so that we can make corrections in
the next issue.
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ALUMNI/AE
Anonymous
Anne Johns Barney
Robin Morley Bernstein
Rachel Lindley D’Alonzo
Tracy Davis
Carol Twombly Dixon
Nancy Fitts Donaldson
Martha DuBarry
Lucretia Wood Evans
George S. Forsythe
Paige Frey
Barbara Darlington Garrett
John M. Hannum
Cyril H. Harvey II
Thomas Haviland
Susannah Henderson
Donald Hoffman
Nandita Yagnik Hogan
Chris Hoover
Mark Hoover
Bruce Everett Hunt
Martin Hunt
Timothy Hunt
Eleanor Houghton Hurd
John R. James
Joplin James
Joan Baker Krehnbrink
L. Eldon Lindley
Gwyneth Elkinton Loud
Alexis Mincer
Dana Mincer
James V. “Tim” Nicholson
Richard Oakey
Jillian Oberfield
Zachary Oberfield
Emily Richardson
Henry Russell
Paul Scheibe
Toby Snedecor
Ruth Whitson Stokes
Debbie Tomasi
CORPORATIONS/FOUNDATIONS
Anonymous
BDB Company
BlackRock Matching Gift Program
Boeing Gift Matching Program
Cameron Memorial Fund
Camp Family Fund of the
Maine Community Foundation
DMD Dental Arts on the Square
DNB First
ExxonMobil Foundation
GE Foundation
General Mills
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Grainger Matching Charitable Gifts

Kellogg’s Corporate Citizenship Fund
Merrill Lynch
PAISBOA
Philip Rosenau Co., Inc.
Target Stores
The Boeing Company
The MCS Group Inc.
Tyson Memorial Fund
Unbound Medicine Inc.
United Way of Delaware
Verizon Foundation
Wyatt Wistar Brown Fund
Wyeth Matching Grants Plan
FRIENDS OF THE SCHOOL
Thomas S. and Patricia P. Ambler
Elizabeth Anthony
Bonnie and Robert Bellino
Jean Blythe
Ann and John Bridges
Paul and Billie Brink
Margaret and David Camp
Michael Campbell and
Susan Garrison
Ginny Christensen
F. Hilary Conroy
Christine Costello
Nancy DeMis and Bruce Turetsky
Hans Dietze
John and Merril Dutton
Marian Elkinton
Joe and Lynne Elliott
Thom and Sarah Eusebi
Jackie and Paul Farnschlader
Carole and George Forsythe
	In honor of Garrett/Sue Forsythe,
Jim/Susie Forsythe,
Andrew/Nancy Forsythe
Richard and Diane Groff
Joan Havens
Sylvia Haviland
David Hewitt
Carol and Don Hoffman
Patricia D. Hunt
Samuel and Jane James
Nancy and Fred Keffer
Ruth Kennedy
Barbara and Edward Laska
Ernest Lauser
In memory of Murry Engle Lauser
Felicia Lin & Zachary Oberfield
Eldon and Kathleen Lindley
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Robert P. and Joy C. Marshall
Mrs. George McFarland
Mary Murphy
Paul and Pamela Ness
James V. “Tim” Nicholson
Marjorie H. Ogilvie
Carlos and Loretta Orpilla
Donna and Ken Park
Mr. Anthony F. Pileggi
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Porter
In memory of Rae Turberg
William D. Ravdin
Dorothy Reichardt
Mary Ann Restall
Michael and Genevieve Ritzman
Carol Sabersky and
Stephen Lehmann
John Scardina
William Scull and Becky
Martin-Scull
	In memory of Carroll &
Lodema Martin and
Wesler & Marion Scull
Walter M. Strine, Sr.
Phillip and Pat Turberg
Victoria Viglione
Bob Vitalo and
Jacqueline Montras
Rada Vuchic
William and Ann Windsor
Douglas and Althea Whyte
Mary Lou Zanich
In honor of Isabel Barrett
Jo-Ann Zoll
GRANDPARENTS
Zoe Brunt
Ivor and Shirley Collins
Leonard and Carole Ann Deane
Buzzy and Rich Diamond
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eldredge
In honor of Peirce &
Daisy Eldredge
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Fichandler
Guy and Joanne Garrison
Libby Gerlach
Eloise and Ernest Giddiens
Leslie Glick
In honor of Elena &
Margot Sissell

Dr. Paul Glickman
In honor of Molly &
Rebecca Marcus
Donald and Carol Guthrie
Celeste Hand
Dorothy and Bink* Haviland
Bob and Ann Hays
In honor of Sean McGoff
Sandy and Sue Heath
Morgan Himelstein
In honor of Jeffrey Himelstein
Nancy and Neil Hoffmann
Ed and Marge Jenkins
In honor of Chris Levy
Herb and Laverne Kirkwood
Daniel Mahoney

David and Sally Marcus
In honor of Molly Marcus
Joyce McKay
Stephen McLoughlin
John and Jeanne Musewicz
Josephine Parham
In Memory of Woodrow Parham
Norman and Lois Schwartzman
Michael and Doris Sherr
Rev. William Sissell
In memory of Sherleene Sissell
Miriam Stamm
	In memory of “Zaida” Martin
Stamm & In honor of
Elena & Margot Sissell
Rada and Vukan Vuchic
Albert and Kansadie Weems
PARENTS
Rossano Acchione and Laurie Sbrolla
John Armando and Mary Lazar
Marna Barrett and Doris Tirado
Doug and Lisa Bigelow
S. Geoffrey Botak
David and Michele Bozentka
Keith Brown and Patricia Flores-Brown
Kurt and Carol Brunner
Robert and Andrea Calabro
Cheryl and Patrick Clarkin
Jeff and Samantha Cohen
In honor of Sean McGoff
Jack and Lisa Collazzo
Beth and Alan Collins
Brian and Katherine Crowner
Lisa and Steve Dainton

Marjorie H. Ogilvie
Claire and John Olsen
Stan Pelli and Tina Duhaime
Janice and Philip Peterson
Larry and Pam Phelan
Hugh and Eileen Richards
Jorge Rogachevsky
Rebecca and Thomas D. Schneider
Douglas and Sandra Schwartz
Kenneth Scott
John and Jane Shaw
Scott and Karen Sandlin Silverman
Marsha and Jonathan Swezey
Anne and Richard Umbrecht
Sandra and Bruce Vermeychuk
Arthur Weisfeld and Virginia 		
Brabender
Paul and Rhoda Weisz
Dr. Craig and Pat Whitaker
Drs. Pratap and Rekha Yagnik

PARENTS OF ALUMNI/AE
Anonymous
Anne Johns Barney
Joseph and Patricia Becker
Jason and Tammi Berrong
Letitia C. Biddle
In honor of Phyllis Mincer
Sam and Barbara Rose Caldwell
David and Margaret Camp
Selena and Ira Carle
Peter and Mimi Chamberlain
Ginny Christensen
Peter and Linda Christiansen
Bill Coneghen and Kate Thompson
Dennis and Regis Cronin
Nancy DeMis and Bruce Turetsky
Hans Dietze
John and Lois Dyduck
Lillian Emory
Charles Esser and Pamela Haines
June Evans
In memory of Wayne Evans
William and Ellen Forsyth
Judith Frerking
In honor of Lara Parker Frerking
Susan Garrison and Michael Campbell
David Gathright
James L. and Nicole Hardy, Jr.
R. Matthew Hendricks and Sandra Sage
Connie Hughes
Patricia D. Hunt
Kas Jaunzemis and Andrea Boos
Jairo Lora and Margaret Wheatley
Robert and Phyllis Manley
Laura and David Maola
Robert P. and Joy C. Marshall
Phyllis and Manley Mincer
Donald and Theresa Much
Emily Myers and James Lebedda
James and Janet MacColl Nicholson
Janet Roeser Nordberg
Lynn and Bill Oberfield

MONTHLY MEETINGS AND
QUAKER ORGANIZATIONS
Chester Monthly Meeting Of Friends
Kennett Monthly Meeting
Media Monthly Meeting
Providence Monthly Meeting
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends

TRUSTEES
Donna Noonan Allen
Nancy Fitts Donaldson
Jessica Eldredge
Susan Elliott
George S. Forsythe
Donn Guthrie
Brian R. Harris
Susannah Henderson
John R. James
Eugene F. Jarrell
Cheryl Harner
Kia E. Newman
Ken Park
Kenneth Scott
Harry Shreckengast
Doris Tirado
Arthur Weisfeld
Althea Whyte

TEACHERS/STAFF
David Camp
Lisa Dainton
Merril Dutton
Olga Greto
James L. Hardy, Jr.
Cheryl Hollis-West
Christine Howells
C. Frederick Keffer
Becky Martin-Scull
Cynthia McGoff
Phyllis Mincer
Emily Myers
Barbara Newman
Lynn Oberfield
Betty Peditto
Janice Peterson
Emily Richardson
Michelle Scheibe
Douglas Schwartz
Earl Sissell
Christy Wessel-Powell
Claire Wilson
IN HONOR OF LYNN OBERFIELD
Rossano Acchione and Laurie Sbrolla
Anonymous
John Armando and Mary Lazar
Anne Johns Barney
Martha DuBarry
Charles and Elizabeth Dunford
John and Lois Dyduck
June Evans
Susan Garrison and Michael Campbell
Sidney W. and Patricia R. Gilford
Rima and Andrew Himelstein
Holly and Richard Hoffmann
Joan Baker Krehnbrink
John and Jeanne Musewicz
Jillian Oberfield
Janice and Philip Peterson
Rashkind Family
Dorothy Reichardt
Susan D. and Michael R. Rhile
Hugh and Eileen Richards
Emily Richardson
Chris and Lisa Slager
Paul and Rhoda Weisz
IN MEMORY OF BINK HAVILAND
Class of 2010
Francis and Mary Loughran
John and Mary Jean Maus
George Nofer
Nancy O’Brien
Dorothy Reichardt
Rosenblum Family
Althea and Douglas Whyte
William and Ann Windsor
IN MEMORY OF
LOUISE WELLS
Nancy DeMis and Bruce Turetsky
Debbie and Paul Tomasi
Phillip and Pat Turberg
Beth Weinstein

* deceased
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Brent Davenport and Stephanie 		
Triggiani
Robert and Margaret DeMento
Kurt Dodds
Michael Dreyer and Colette Mull
Jessica and Gifford Eldredge
Susan Elliott and Christopher Johnson
Wendell Evans and Allison Kerry
	In honor of Austin Schoenkopf,
Michael Kerry & Charlotte Evans
Wayne and Lori Ferrier
Douglas S. Fischer and Maureen E.
Reilly
Anne Garrison and Michael 		
Magoolaghan
Sidney W. and Patricia R. Gilford
Dawn Greenlaw and Shawn Scully
David and Michele Guthrie
Donn and Holly Guthrie
Michael Hanrahan
Brian R. and Nancy E.G. Harris
Linda and David Hart
James and Lisa Hawkins
Rima and Andrew Himelstein
Holly and Richard Hoffmann
Susan and Christopher Holland
Cheryl Hollis-West and Kenny West
Christine and Bruce Howells
Tracey and Eugene F. Jarrell
Milan and Monika Jelic
In honor of Sean McGoff
David Klopfenstein and Barbara 		
Briggs
Jonathan LeBreton and Sarah Willie
Suzanne and William Levy
Paul and Michele Marcolongo
Michael and Judith Marcus
Brian and Cynthia McGoff
Malcolm McHarg and Cheryl Harner
Kevin and Lisa Mullarkey
Therese Musewicz
Barbara and Scott Newman
Kia E. Newman
Kandance Weems Norris and Ronald
Norris
Dimitri Papatheoharis and Kristen
Clarke
In honor of Sean McGoff
Janice and Philip Peterson
In honor of LaVerne
& Herb Kirkwood
Lori Phillips
In honor of T. Laura Taylor
John Pollard and Susan Sherr-Pollard
Mark Prodoehl
Susan Renz and Catherine Stevenson
Susan D. and Michael R. Rhile
J. Eric Russell and Wendy Mahoney
James San Antonio and Olena Jacenko
Jason Serafin and Rotem Friede
Charles and Jill Shaw
Susan and Harry Shreckengast
Sunka Simon and Michael Hayse
In honor of Sean McGoff
Earl Sissell and Sonia Stamm
Chris and Lisa Slager
Robert and Susan Smythe
Gopal Subramanian and Raelyn 		
Harman
Robert G. and Donna L. Yosua
Charles and Diane Zack

Alumni News
We are proud to welcome the newest members of the MediaProvidence Friends School Alumni Association: the Graduating
Class of 2009! Pictured, Emelia Waterman, Allison Brunner,
Alexandra Roberts, Shayna Kleinman-Phillips, Henry Russell,
Isaiah Warren, Carter Ford, Jacob Kleinman-Phillips, Aaron Zack
and Paul Newlin.
Most graduates have chosen from acceptances at area independent
schools including Agnes Irwin, Friends Select, Shipley School,
Westtown, Wilmington Friends, Woodlynde, and Gloucester
County Institute of Technology Performing Arts School. One is
heading off to Archbishop John Carroll High School and two will
be attending their local public high schools: Strath Haven
and Penn Crest.

Alumni Focus: Kathleen Ogilvie
In the mid 1980’s, Kathleen
Ogilvie enrolled at Media
Friends School as a 6th grader.
Having spent her elementary
years in a large public school
in Broomall struggling in
classes where 30 students were
the norm, she blossomed within
Friends’ smaller environment. Here, she also found diversity,
which fed her strong interest in portraiture and still informs her
artwork today.
Kathleen’s remembers her time at MFS as the years when she
learned to express herself. With half the number of students
in classes at MFS, she received the individualized attention
she needed. She learned that even if she gave a wrong answer,
her teachers and fellow students treated her with respect.
This knowledge gave her the confidence to ask questions and
volunteer answers.
Kathleen loved that many teachers “taught outside the box.”
Science classes were frequently held outdoors with lots of
hands-on learning, and mini courses were a highlight of
Wednesday afternoons. The mini courses engaged the teachers’
passions as well as the students’, and Kathleen loved working
with Teacher Gray and learning about Square Dancing.
She entered Providence High School after MFS, but Providence
closed its doors after her freshman year. Transferring back to
a large public school was intimidating for Kathleen, but she
found that the four years she spent in Friends schools gave her
the skills and confidence she needed to succeed.

Kathleen graduated with a BFA from Howard University in
Washington, DC and, after being offered a full scholarship,
went on to earn her MFA at the School of the Art Institute of
Chicago. During her time at SAIC, she was fortunate enough to
travel to Egypt, London, Paris, and Rome as she continued to
study. These trips strongly influenced her approach towards her
own art and she began creating abstract works and installations
that transform space through art. This led to a muralist job at
Philadelphia’s Mural Arts Program. There, she ultimately rose
to the position of Director of Art Education.
After 7 years with the Arts Program, Kathleen left to start her
family. She and husband Zambia Greene have a two year-old
daughter Olivia. They live in Charleston, South Carolina where
they run Nazamantiques (www.nazamantiques.sc), a family
antique business left to them by Zambia’s father.
Kathleen’s art making, which combines realism, abstraction
and intricate patterns, continues to focus on human diversity.
Her work can be seen locally at ArtJaz in historic Old City
Philadelphia and at www.artjaz.com. In life, as in her art,
Kathleen’s advice to students is “don’t be afraid to explore.”
It’s a lesson she learned well at MPFS.

To parents of Alumni: If your son or daughter has a new
mailing address, please send or email us current information
for our records. Our email address is: info@fox.mpfs.org
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Enrichment – It’s What to Do Afterschool
Participation in enrichment provides statistically significant cognitive, social, cultural, creative, psychological and physical
benefits to elementary and adolescent children while at the same time setting a path for future involvement in high school
years. For these reasons, in 2007, MPFS began offering a variety of high-quality extracurricular activities. They’re not only
fun and entertaining, but teach important life skills that can provide life-long enjoyment.

Creativity

The visual arts wire children’s brains for successful
learning, stimulate imagination and teach flexibility.

Physical Development
and Teamwork

When children participate in sports,
they get good exercise and learn to
work together towards a common goal.

Photography provides a powerful means for
students to create their own vision of the world
and can provide joy throughout life.

Music allows children to explore emotions and
ideas and enhances higher order thinking.

Stress Relief
Self Confidence

Drama builds self-confidence and
communication skills, exercises imagination,
helps students learn empathy and offers unique
leadership opportunities on stage and off.

Critical Thinking

Providing serious brain exercise, Math Club, Brain Games and
Science Toys stimulate kids’ synapses, hone critical thinking
skills and let them experience the joy of discovery.

Time Management

Participating in one or more
enrichment activities can
teach children the importance
of priorities and planning
as they learn how to juggle
school, homework, family life
and outside interests.
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Yoga promotes healthy ways of dealing
with stress, while also improving flexibility.

Meet Teacher Lisa – Pre-K 4 Teacher
In a manner of speaking, Teacher Lisa
Dainton came home when she joined
the MPFS faculty in 2007... her earliest
years were spent a stone’s throw from
what was then Media Friends School.
The family’s relocation meant that Lisa
attended another MFS, Moorestown
Friends School, from Kindergarten
through 8th grade.
Growing up the child of a teacher, Lisa
doesn’t remember a time when she
didn’t love learning and remarks that
the profession was “in her blood”.
A graduate of Swarthmore College
where she designed her own major
(“Human Growth”, incorporating
Biology, Sociology, Anthropology,
Psychology as well as Education),
she still enjoys starting fresh each
September, experiencing every day as
new and exciting, and being able to
incorporate her many interests into her
job, 20 years into her career as an early
childhood educator.

Among those interests are reading,
photography, videography (which
brought us FilmProv camp this
summer!), cake-decorating and running,
although she admits that the chief
attraction here is listening to music on
her iPod more than the actual exercise
itself! She also finds time to volunteer,
fundraising for the Leukemia/Lymphoma
Society, and, having just concluded a
7+ year term on Swarthmore Friends
Nursery School’s Board, will now
begin a term as recording clerk for
Moorestown Monthly Meeting. And,
of course, there are also “the boys”!
Lisa and husband Steve, a computer
programmer, are parents to Sam, Zach
and Luke, MPFS students all.
The boys factored largely in her decision
to join the staff: “MPFS was the best
option, in terms of its educational
philosophy, school size, grade span
configuration, class composition, etc.”
She particularly values the school

community, noting, “Our students are
NICE… on field trips or when educators
and extended family visit school,
people always comment on how wellbehaved and yet engaged they are. It’s
gratifying when the outcome of the
shared commitment of MPFS parents
and teachers to make sure kids get to
be kids, to simplicity, to responsibility,
and to personal and academic growth is
apparent to others.”
MPFS was a fit for Lisa, as a teacher,
too. She appreciates that the staff size
is small enough to engender faculty
collaboration, but large enough and with
enough specialists that each teacher
can focus on their own strengths. Lisa’s
strengths? Understanding and assessing
young children’s abilities/needs and
fostering their self-confidence. “When
kids feel positive about themselves as
learners and class-members, they’re free
to try new things, stretch and grow.”
And grow they do in T. Lisa’s Pre-K 4!

Important Dates: Back To School Night – September 24 • Pizza & Pumpkin Night – October 16
Cornerstone Breakfast – October 18 • Grandparents & Special Friends Day – November 25
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